
CONFORMAL GEOMETRY AND DYNAMICSAn Electronic Journal of the American Mathematical SocietyVolume 00, Pages 000{000 (Xxxx XX, XXXX)S 1088-4173(XX)0000-0A \REGULAR" PENTAGONAL TILING OF THE PLANEPHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONAbstract. The paper introduces conformal tilings, wherein tiles have spec-i�ed conformal shapes. The principal example involves conformally regularpentagons which tile the plane in a pattern generated by a subdivision rule.Combinatorial symmetries imply rigid conformal symmetries, which in turnillustrate a new type of tiling self-similarity. In parallel with the conformaltilings, the paper develops discrete tilings based on circle packings. Thesefaithfully reect the key features of the theory and provide the tiling illustra-tions of the paper. Moreover, it is shown that under re�nement the discretetiles converge to their true conformal shapes, shapes for which no other ap-proximations techniques are known. The paper concludes with some furtherexamples which may contribute to the study of tilings and shinglings beingcarried forward by Cannon, Floyd, and Parry.IntroductionFirst, of course, there is no regular pentagonal tiling of the plane! That is to say,no euclidean one. However, our tilings will be regular in a \conformal" sense, anotion which we have not seen in the literature. We could generate many examples,but as for the particular tiling T which will occupy center stage here, let us notprolong the suspense: it is illustrated in Figure 1.The motivation for looking at this particular tiling pattern lies in work of J. Can-non, W. Floyd, and W. Parry, and others in the context of subdivision rules forshinglings of the plane | ongoing work in the study of hyperbolic groups and ef-forts towards a proof of Thurston's Geometrization Conjecture. (See [7, 6, 12].) Ourpentagonal case is in many ways a toy problem in these developments; nonetheless,its intricacies eluded the authors until recent work on related triangular structures.We are treating it for its intrinsic beauty, for new mapping techniques it has en-gendered, and for questions it raises about combinatorial structures. The value ofthese ideas for more involved patterns remains to be seen, but for readers familiarwith work on subdivision rules, we summarize pertinent connections at the end ofthe paper.Our construction of T involves classical, in�nite, completely abstract processes.Coupled with the fact that conformal structures are notoriously di�cult to pindown in the best of circumstances, it is a pleasant surprise to �nd that we canapproximate the conformal data for T using circle packings. In Figure 2 we displaya circle packing associated with our tiling combinatorics; if you connect the centersof tangent shaded circles, you will see a (polygonal) tiling in the pattern of T emerge.However, our circle packings do more than mimic T . As a sort of half-way house1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary: <subject>; Secondary: <subject>.Key words and phrases. tiling, subdivision rules, circle packing, conformal maps.The second author gratefully acknowledges support of the National Science Foundation andthe Tennessee Science Alliance. c1997 American Mathematical Society1



2 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSON

Figure 1. A conformally regular pentagonal tiling T of the plane.between purely combinatoric and rigidly conformal structures, they provide newinsights of their own. Moreover, we introduce techniques for re�ning the packingsto obtain shapes which converge to the conformal tiles. For instance, Figure 3displays approximations to three representative tiles from T . To our knowledge,there are no classical mapping techniques for such approximations.The paper has four parts. We construct the tiling of Figure 1 in Part I anddiscuss its properties, both globally and in terms of individual tile shapes. Of po-tential interest are two packing constants that arise in the construction. In Part IIwe work with associated circle packings to obtain additional global information aswell as concrete approximations to the tiles. We introduce the necessary back-ground on circle packings and quasiconformal mappings. In Part III we considergeneralizations to other tile patterns. Finally, we return to the work which inspiredthis study in Part IV.



PENTAGONAL TILING 3

Figure 2. The \maximal packing" associated with T .The authors thank Bill Floyd and Walter Parry for valuable conversations onthe material presented here. Our illustrations were created using CirclePack, apackage written by the second author, with data provided by Bill Floyd.Part I: The Conformally Regular TilingThe objects we manipulate in building our tiling are hardly exotic | in fact, theyare easy to visualize and will be familiar enough to the reader that we dispense withmost technical detail. Some knowledge of conformal structures and the RiemannMapping Theorem would be helpful; see, for example, Ahlfors/Sario [1] or Beardon[2].A brief overview may be useful to highlight the way that these familiar ob-jects evolve, as we move from an abstract encoding of the pattern through layers
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Figure 3. Three prototype tiles.of progressively more rigid structures, each new layer being compatible with itspredecessors.By combinatorics we mean the abstract pattern of tiles | which tiles are nextto which others. This will be encoded in an abstract cell complexK. It is convenientto include a topology, so each 2-cell or face f is a topological pentagon; that is,a topological closed disc with �ve distinguished boundary points as corners (orvertices) determining �ve boundary edges. Each edge is shared with a neighboringface, each corner is shared by a �nite number of other faces (in our case, 3 or 4).Next, we de�ne a metric on K which induces the original topology while makingeach cell isometrically isomorphic to a regular euclidean pentagon of side lengthone. This determines an (singular) a�ne structure for K. In turn, the a�nestructure determines in a canonical way a compatible conformal structure, makingK a Riemann surface. Finally, through the good graces of the Riemann MappingTheorem, K is mapped conformally onto either a disc or the complex plane. Theoriginal cell complex is thereby realized as a tiling, and the �nal task is to showthat it �lls the plane rather than a disc.Note that a face f , starting life as an abstract cell of K, will successively becomea topological pentagon, a regular a�ne pentagon, a regular conformal pentagon,and �nally emerge as a concrete pentagonal tile in the plane. We will abuse notationand use the same symbol f for this face throughout its various encarnations, untilit becomes a tile � . There are certain operations also | local reections, groupactions, isomorphisms | which begin at the combinatorial stage but also respecteach new structure; we abuse notation here, too, by sticking with the same names.1. The Combinatorial StructureThe pattern of our tiling is su�ciently straightforward that we can largely avoidthe machinery of abstract cell complexes. For us, K is a topological open disc whichis decomposed into faces (closed topological pentagons), edges (simple topologicalarcs), and vertices (points).We describeK in two ways, starting with the \subdivision" rule which motivatedthis work. The rule is illustrated in Figure 4 by the transition from K0 to K1;namely, a combinatorial pentagon K0 is divided into six combinatorial pentagonsin a certain pattern, yielding K1. The further transition to K2 results by applying



PENTAGONAL TILING 5the same rule to each of these six pentagons, giving 36 pentagons. Repeating this ad

K 0 K 1 K 2Figure 4. Three stages of K.in�nitum, we obtain an in�nite collection fKjg of �nite pentagonal cell complexes.Note that K0 can be identi�ed with the central pentagon of K1, that K1 can, bymatching central pentagons, be identi�ed with a subcomplex of K2, and so forth.That is, we have a nested family of cell complexes. K is de�ned as the directed limitlim�!Kj = K (or union) of the family. Remember that these all represent abstractcell complexes | no geometry is yet imposed.Alternately, and better for our purposes, constructK as follows: Start again withK0. Reect it (combinatorially) across each of its �ve edges to obtain a \ower" ofsix pentagons | K0 at the center and �ve \petal" pentagons. Visit each corner vof K0 and paste (i.e., identify) the edges of the two petals which are incident to v.The result is combinatorially just the complex K1 again. A little terminology: thevertices of @K1 that are incident to only one of the six pentagons forming K1 willbe called free vertices and become the designated \corners" of K1; there are �veof them and they break @K1 into �ve \edges". Now, we repeat the process withK1: reect a copy of K1 across each of its �ve edges, carrying its subdivisions withit into each reected copy. Visit each of the �ve free corners of K1 and paste theboundary edges in the two incident reected copies. The result is K2, which againhas precisely �ve free vertices as corners, breaking its boundary into �ve edges.Thus we are in position to repeat the process to get K3. Iterating ad in�nitum,we again arrive at K. Since the Kn are nested, simply connected complexes, it isevident that K is an in�nite pentagonal cell complex homeomorphic to the plane.The combinatorics of K are intriguing and lie at the heart of our work. Thebase face of K, acting as seed in our constructions, will be denoted by f0 andone of its corners by v0. It is evident that K has order 5 dihedral symmetry: thegroup of combinatorial automorphisms, denoted Aut(K), is generated by an order�ve rotation �xing f0 and a reection �xing f0 and v0. Treating K as a topologicalspace, the elements of Aut(K) are homeomorphisms of K with itself, mapping facesto faces, edges to edges, and vertices to vertices. That is, our topological structures



6 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONare compatible with the underlying combinatorics. A particularly important ob-servation concerns a more subtle form of self-similarity within K: If K 0 is the cellcomplex obtained from K by applying the pentagonal subdivision rule simultane-ously to all its faces, then K 0 is combinatorially equivalent to K. Moreover, anycombinatorial equivalence must carry the base face of K 0 to the base face of K.There are also important local symmetries. For each edge e of K there are twofaces f� incident to e; let Ue = f+ [ e [ f�. We will use re to denote the localreection de�ned on Ue by interchanging f+ with f� while �xing e. Topologically,treat e as an open edge and f� as open faces, so Ue is an open set; re is then anorder two orientation-reversing homeomorphism of Ue.Finally, we will use a notion of tile aggregation, the reverse of tile subdivision. Inparticular, we de�ne an in�nite family of aggregate faces associated to each face f ofK. Fix n � 0 and let K(n) denote the cell complex obtained fromK by successivelyapplying the subdivision rule n times. The face f is thereby decomposed into 6nfaces of K(n). Now by our earlier observation, K(n) is combinatorially equivalentto K, so these faces are identi�ed with 6n faces back in K itself. The union ofthese latter faces of K will be called the n-stage aggregate face associated withf , denoted f (n). We emphasize that it is a union of faces of K and that (exceptin the case of f = f0) f is not contained in any f (n). Examples are illustratedin Figure 5: one tile is shown with three of its aggregates (dark shading) and onewith one aggregate (light shading). For each n, the n-stage aggregate faces clearly

Figure 5. Examples of tile aggregates.



PENTAGONAL TILING 7share the same combinatorics; namely, those of Kn. Each stage of aggregation isthe inverse of a stage of subdivision. In parallel with our earlier observation, notethat the totality of n-stage aggregate faces is combinatorially equivalent to K.2. The Affine SturctureAt this point we have combinatorial and topological structures on K, but geom-etry is our central concern. We may realize K as a piecewise a�ne geometriccell complex as follows: First de�ne the unit edge metric on the one-skeleton of K,making each edge isometric to the unit interval. Extend the metric to faces so thateach face is isometrically a regular euclidean pentagon (of edge length one). Finallyde�ne the distance between an arbitrary pair of points x; y 2 K as the length ofthe shortest path between them. The resulting metric de�nes the original topologyon K, ensuring compatability with all previous structure. We refer to this metricstructure as our a�ne structure on K. (This is equivalent to pasting regular unitpentagons together in the pattern of K.)It is evident that the maps of Aut(K) are isometries in the a�ne structure onK. The local reection re for each edge e is an orientation-reversing isometry of Ueonto itself, a local isometry. It is important to note that re is localized to Ue anddoes not necessarily extend to an isometry on any larger portion of K. We mayrealize re concretely: Fix two regular euclidean pentagons P1; P2 of edge lengthone in the plane so that they intersect in a common edge E and let 
 denote theinterior of P1 [ P2. For each edge e 2 K, the associated open set Ue is isometric to
 via a map �e : Ue �! 
 with �e(e) = E. re is clearly conjugate under �e withthe euclidean reection in the line containing E which interchanges P1 and P2.3. The Conformal StructureIt is standard that a polygonal piecewise a�ne structure on a surface also de-termines a unique conformal structure. Recall that a conformal structure will bedetermined by an atlas A = f(Uj ; �j) : j 2 Jg for some indexing set J , where eachchart (Uj ; �j) consists of an open set Uj � K and a homeomorphism �j mappingUj to an open set Vj in the plane. It is required that the Uj cover K and, when Ujand Ui intersect, that the transition map �j � ��1i : �i(Uj \Ui) �! Vj be analytic.We may explicitly de�ne such an atlas for K. Let V denote the set of verticesof K and let 
 be as above. For each edge e, the pair (Ue; �e) de�nes a chart. Infact, since each �e : Ue �! 
 is an isometry, a transition map for two charts isan orientation-preserving isometry mapping some open subset of 
 back to 
. Inparticular, it must be the restriction of a complex linear map z 7! az+b, and henceis analytic.We need only de�ne compatible charts covering V . For v 2 V , let Uv be theopen metric ball of radius 1/3 centered at v. The map �v is essentially a powermap z 7! zp on Uv, where p = 10=3d with d the degree of v. Even readers familiarwith Riemann surfaces may not have seen this process, so we describe it briey;for details we recommend Beardon [2, x3.3]. There is a cycle f1; f2; � � � ; fd of facesincident to v. Each fj may be identi�ed isometrically with a regular pentagon inC with v placed at the origin. The map �v is de�ned on fj \ Uv as z 7! cjzp,for some unimodular constant cj . Set c1 = 1 and successively choose cj ; to ensurecompatibility of �v across the edge shared by fj and fj�1; j = 2; � � � ; d. In oura�ne structure, each fj has angle 3�=5 at v. Therefore, if p � d � 3�=5 is an integral



8 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONmultiple of 2�, �v will be well de�ned on the edge shared by f1 and fd. Finally,choosing p so that p � d � 3�=5 = 2� ensures that �v is one-to-one on Uv. This givesour chart (Uv; �v). Since Uv does not intersect Uw for any other vertices w, oneneed only check compatibility of this new chart with charts (Ue; �e) for edges eemanating from v. But this is clear since the power maps are analytic and havenonvanishing derivative away from v.It is easily veri�ed that the mappings of Aut(K) are now (conformal or anti-conformal) automorphisms of the Riemann surface K. Moreover, the local edgereections are anticonformal on their domains.4. The Regular TilingWith its conformal structure, K is a simply connected and noncompact Riemannsurface. By the Uniformization Theorem, K is conformally equivalent to D, whereD is either the unit discD or the complex planeC. That is, there exists a conformalhomeomorphism (i.e., an analytic bijection) � : K �! D. The images of the facesof K under � form a tiling of D which we now investigate.First, concerning our notation. We have made it a practice to maintain ournotations as we have added layers of structure. This becomes rather counter-intuitive, however, with regard to the tiles themselves (aka, faces): thus we write� for a typical concrete tile in D, so � = �(f) for some face f of K, and we willwrite T for the collection of tiles, the tiling. The base tile is �0 = �(f0). For othernotations, we continue our abuse; thus an edge e 2 K may refer now to an edgeof a tile. Likewise, mappings of K are transplanted to D via conjugation by �, so 2 Aut(K) (technically of the form �� ���1) is now a conformal automorphism,hence a M�obius transformation, of D which preserves the tiling T .Let us �rst look into the properties of individual tiles. Each � 2 T is conformallyequivalent under � to some face f of K, which in turn is conformally equivalent, infact isometric (under the charts de�ning the conformal structure onK), to a regulareuclidean pentagon. Formally, these maps are conformal only on the interiors ofthese sets and extend continuously to bijections on their closures. So we are treating� as a closed set, with the images of the vertices and edges of f providing its verticesand edges.We refer to � as a conformally regular pentagon. Intrinsically, this reectsthe fact that � admits an order �ve conformal automorphism| a conformal rotation| and an anticonformal involution which respect the set of vertices. That is, � hasdihedral symmetry in the conformal sense. There is a unique common �xed pointc for these rotations and ips termed the conformal center of � . From c, eachedge looks conformally the same.A local reection re in an edge e of f conjugates under � to a local reection� � re � ��1 (again called re) mapping � anticonformally onto a neighboring tile.In particular, each edge e of � , as a �xed set under re, is an analytic arc in D.Note that the �ve corner angles of � are not necessarily equal. In fact, the angleat each corner is determined by the degree of the corresponding vertex v of K; ifv has degree d, then the angle formed at v in � (and in the other tiles meetingat v) will be 2�=d, as can be seen from the form of the local coordinate at v inthe conformal atlas of K. Of course, without this angle variability (missing, forexample, in regular euclidean polygons) there could be no pentagonal tiling.



PENTAGONAL TILING 9A remarkably strong uniqueness result holds for the tile shapes. Indeed, thecomplete combinatorial structure of K is hard-coded in the shape of each and everytile. Start with a single tile � , for example. Each edge e is an analytic arc, and theassociated anticonformal local reection re maps � to the neighboring tile across e.The edges of that tile are likewise analytic arcs with further local reections de�nedon them. By repeated reections in edges, the original tile � will generate the entiretiling T . Suppose tiles �1; �2 were (euclideanly) similar in D and let f1; f2 be thecorresponding faces of K. The tilings generated by anticonformal edge reectionsstarting from �1 and from �2 would be similar, hence combinatorially equivalent.This easily implies existence of a combinatorial automorphism of K mapping f1to f2. Thus two tiles of T are similar in D only if their faces are in the sameequivalence class of K modulo Aut(K). With our normalization, which places thecenter of the base tile at the origin, the converse also holds.We are �nally in position to prove that in fact T tiles C rather than D. This is aclassical \type" problem: from a description of a simply connected open Riemannsurface, determine whether that surface is conformally the plane or the disc.Here we require the underlying symmetry encoded in the combinatorics of K.Speci�cally, we will show, from the fact that K is combinatorially the same as itsown pentagonal subdivision K 0, that D admits a conformal automorphism � sothat ��n(z) �! 0 for each z 2 D. The unit disc (hyperbolic plane) admits no suchautomorphism, and we must conclude that �(K) tiles the complex plane.Let us �rst represent the subdivision rule conformally. Suppose P is a combina-torial pentagon broken into six pentagons by the pentagonal subdivision rule. Aswith K, we can de�ne an a�ne structure and thereby a conformal structure on Pso the six pentagons are conformally regular with local anticonformal reectionsacross shared edges. With the conformal structure, P is conformally equivalent tothe unit disc D. The �ve-fold symmetry gives an order �ve conformal automor-phism cyclically shifting the outer pentagons. Putting the conformal center of thecentral pentagon at the origin, we obtain Figure 6; note the corners of P markedon the unit circle. In that Figure, each pair of pentagonal pieces sharing an edgeare anticonformal images of one another across the edge.

Figure 6. The conformally correct subdivision rule.



10 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONWe now revisit our tiling T of D. Since the base tile �0 is a conformally regularpentagon, there is a conformal homeomorphism of the unit disc in Figure 6 onto�0 which maps the corners of P to the corners of �0. The conformal subdivision ofP is therefore carried to a conformal subdivision of �0. Using the local conformalreections re, this pattern propogates to give subtilings of all the tiles of T ; eachsubtile is a local reection of its neighbors within its parent tile, but also of anycontiguous subtile in a contiguous parent. The new tiling of D will be denoted T 0,with � 00 denoting the central tile in �0.It is evident that T 0 has the combinatorics of K 0. As we noted, there is acombinatorial isomorphism from K 0 onto K as cell complexes, hence a conformalmapping of K 0 onto K as Riemann surfaces, hence a conformal mapping of T 0 ontoT mapping tiles to tiles. In particular, this gives a conformal automorphism � of D,which from combinatoric considerations must map � 00 onto �0 preserving conformalcenters. With our normalizations, � �xes z = 0. Since � 00 lies in a compact subsetof �0, jd�dz (0)j > 1. This implies � is loxodromic, so D can only be the plane, andwe have completed the construction of T .5. Tiling Constants and Families of TilesThe mapping � is a M�obius implementation of the self-similarity we �rst observedin the combinatorics of K. We now see, for instance, that an individual tile � iseuclideanly similar (precisely!) to the union of tiles forming each of its aggregates.The scaling factor is a characteristic constant associated with T which the eyequickly picks out in Figure 1. In particular, the automorphism � has the form�(z) = a � z where arg(a) = 2�=5 and jaj > 1. From Figure 1, one can estimatethat jaj � 3:2.Another characteristic constant b emerges if one looks at more subtle propertiesof the shapes. Recall that two tiles of T are (euclideanly) similar if and only ifthey are equivalent modulo Aut(K). Thus T contains an in�nite variety of distincttile shapes. However, each tile � is the progenitor of a tile family resulting fromthe reective process. Speci�cally, if k is the smallest integer such that � is in thek-stage aggregate of f0, then for each n > k there are �ve reected copies of � inKnnKn�1, denoted �nj ; 1 � j � 5;. Write F� = f�nj : 1 � j � 5; n � k + 1g. Notethat � =2 F� , every tile is the progenitor of a family, and tile families are mutuallydisjoint. In a sense, a tile �nj 2 F� which begins looking around at its combinatoricposition will think that it is situated (up to orientation) precisely like � ; only whenits inquiries reach out about (n� k)=2 reective stages will it suddenly �nd that itis not situated like � . The conformal tiles are not fooled, but they will give �nj ashape more nearly that of � as n grows. We make this precise with the following.Proposition 5.1. There exists a universal constant b > 0 such that for every � 2 Tthe tiles of F� are asymptotically congruent to b � � .Here � denotes the complex conjugate (i.e., ip) of � . Asymptotically congruentmeans the following: if � and each tile of F� are carried by euclidean rigid motionsso that each has its conformal center at the origin and a designated corner on thepositive y-axis, then the tiles �nj converge in Hausdor� metric to b � � as n goesto in�nity. The Hausdor� distance between compact sets X and Y in the plane is



PENTAGONAL TILING 11given by glbf� : infz2Xfjz � yjg < �; infz2Y fjx� zjg < �; x 2 X; y 2 Y g:Proof. The proof depends on the self-similarity transformation � and its relation-ship to the edge reections re in edges of �0. In particular, there is an n-stagelocal conformal reection r(n)e which reects the n-stage aggregate face f (n)0 to acontiguous n-stage aggregate face; it can be de�ned as follows:r(n)e (z) = (�n � re � ��n)(z):Moreover, rotational symmetry implies that for two edges e1 and e2 of f0,r(n)e1 (z) = (1=!) � r(n)e2 (!z);for some �fth root of unity !.Fix � 2 f (k)0 nf (k�1)0 . Given any tile �nj in F� , n > k, for an appropriate edge eof f0, �nj = r(n�1)e (�):By the equalities noted above,jdr(n)edz (z)j �! jdredz (0)j uniformly for z 2 �:De�ning b = jr0e(0)j, our result follows.Thurston and others have studied a more restrictive notion of \self-similarity"and the associated constants (see [20]). Does our constant share any of the surpris-ing properties of theirs? Can one show, for example, whether they are algebraic?Later we will obtain the estimate b � 1:3 from our circle packings.Part II: The Circle Packing TilingThe construction of T was completely abstract. Here we show that circle pack-ing provides a comprehensive discrete analogue of the process | with appropriatesoftware, one can actually see global structures emerging in stages. This wouldbe of only passing interest, except that the circle packings can also answer crucialquestions about the tiling itself, such as type, and provide computable conformalshapes and estimates for tiling constants such as a and b above. Indeed, all confor-mal illustrations in the paper, as in Figures 1, 3, and 6, were obtained from circlepackings.We begin with background material on circle packing and on quasiconformalmapping, then describe the discrete construction, and �nally show how re�nementslead to shape approximations.6. Background MaterialOur hope is that later developments can be followed largely through basic geo-metric intuition and the illustrations. Those not familiar with circle packing and/orquasiconformal mapping can skim this material, but will need to refer to the liter-ature for more depth.



12 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSON6.1. Circle Packing basics. A circle packing is a con�guration P of circles havinga speci�ed pattern of tangencies. The key to working with a packing is to recognizeits separate combinatoric and geometric natures.The pattern of tangencies for a packing is encoded in a simplicial 2-complex S,which is assumed to triangulate a topological surface. A con�guration P of circlesin some geometry is a circle packing for S if it contains a circle Cv associated witheach vertex v of S so that circles Cv and Cu are tangent whenever hu; vi is an edgeof S. Throughout our work here, complexes S will represent in�nite triangulationsof topological open discs or �nite triangulations of topological closed discs; circlepackings will lie in the euclidean plane and will be univalent | that is, the circlesof a packing will have mutually disjoint interiors.The geometry of a packing resides with its collectionR of (euclidean) radii, calleda label for S. Of course, there are stringent compatibility conditions for radii if thecircles are to �t together in the plane. (These conditions are most easily expressedin terms of certain \angle sums" at the individual circles.) A label R meeting thecompatibility conditions is called a packing label; using it one can successively layout the circles with the tangencies prescribed by S, and the resulting con�gurationP is determined up to rigid motions of the plane. The carrier of P , denotedcarr(P ), is the geometric 2-complex formed by putting a vertex at the center ofeach circle and connecting the centers of tangent circles with segments. The carrieris an embedding of the abstract complex S in the plane.The focus in the theory of circle packing is on the existence, variety, and unique-ness of packing labels with given combinatorics and on the geometric properties oftheir associated packings. In other words, if you are given a pattern S, do thereexist circle packings P for S satisfying certain speci�ed properties? What are thegeometric relationships between distinct packings sharing the same combinatorics?And so forth. The focus in the practice of circle packing is on the computation ofpacking labels satisfying prescribed conditions and the generation of the associatedcircle packings | all approximate, of course.Regarding the combinatorics, our complexes S will be simply connected. WhenS is �nite (i.e., has �nitely many vertices), then it triangulates a closed topologicaldisc. Boundary vertices are those which are topologically on the boundary, therest being interior. When S is in�nite, we assume it triangulates an open topolog-ical disc; all vertices are interior. The fundamental existence result originated with(independently) Koebe, Andreev, and Thurston (see [5] and references therein).Discrete Riemann Mapping Theorem . Given a complex S as described above,there exists a univalent circle packing PS for S called themaximal circle packingwhich satis�es the following conditions:(a). If S is �nite, then PS lies in the unit disc D and has boundary circles whichare internally tangent to @D.(b). If S is in�nite, then either carr(PS) = D or carr(PS) = C.The maximal packing PS is determined uniquely up to conformal automorphismsof D or C, as appropriate.The combinatorics of S determine the geometry in which this maximal packinglives, either the euclidean geometry of C or the hyperbolic geometry of D. Inthe former case, we say S is parabolic, and in the latter case, hyperbolic. It isknown that a parabolic complex S cannot \be packed" in a bounded region of the



PENTAGONAL TILING 13plane (i.e., there exists no packing P for S whose carrier is bounded). Likewise, ahyperbolic complex has no univalent packing �lling C.There are many other existence results for circle packings which we will invokeas necessary. To illustrate with a pertinent example, consider the �nite complexS of Figure 7(a). If one randomly designates �ve of its boundary vertices, then(under minimal technical conditions) there exists a univalent circle packing P for Ssuch that carr(P ) is a pentagon with the designated circles centered at its cornersand having interior angles 3�=5. See Figure 7(b). Furthermore, the packing P isunique up to M�obius transformations of the plane.

(b)(a) Figure 7. Packing a pentagon.Next in importance is the issue of geometric properties of packings. If twopackings P and Q have the same underlying combinatorics, encoded in S, say,then there is a one-to-one correspondence between their sets of circles. We mightconsider a map F : P �! Q which carries each circle of P to the correspondingcircle of Q. Such mappings are in many ways rather faithful discrete analogues ofclassical analytic maps; see in particular [8].However, for the concrete purposes here, proceed as follows: If P and Q are twocircle packings for the same complex S (�nite or in�nite), de�ne the circle packingmap F : P �! Q by specifying that the center of each circle of P is mapped tothe center of its companion in Q and by then extending a�nely to the edges andfaces of carr(P ). In other words, F is actually a mapping between the two carriersin C which maps each triangle of carr(P ) a�nely onto the corresponding triangleof carr(Q).We work only with situations where P and Q are univalent, and in this caseF : P �! Q is a piecewise a�ne homeomorphism. We will discuss the distortionof such mappings after the next section.



14 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSON6.2. Quasiconformal Mappings. Quasiconformal mapping is a beautiful, rich,and involved subject. Fortunately, our mappings are very straightforward, andthough we will use quite deep results, they are also quite intuitive and visual. Sofor us, this is a handy collection of tools, and we must refer the reader to thestandard source, Lehto and Virtanen [16], for details.An orientation preserving homeomorphism g : 
1 �! 
2 between open sets inthe plane is said to be quasiconformal (�-quasiconformal or �-qc) if there issome constant � � 1 so thatlim supr!0 fmax�fjg(a+ rei�)� g(a)jgmin�fjg(a+ rei�)� g(a)jg g � �; for all a 2 
1:(6.1)This is the most geometric among many formulations of quasiconformality andillustrates the essential feature of these mappings: namely, they act with boundeddistortion on in�nitesimal discs. They generalize the notion of conformal (i.e.,analytic) functions; in fact, g is analytic if and only if it is 1-qc. We gather thefollowing facts:(a) If 
1 and 
2 are euclidean triangles with angles bounded below by � > 0and if g : 
1 �! 
2 is a�ne, then g is �-qc for a constant � � 1 depending onlyon �.(b) If g satis�es (6.1) for all a 2 
1 o� a set having Lebesgue area measure zero,and the left side of (6.1) is �nite for the remaining a, then g is �-qc on all of 
1.(c) If g is �-qc, then g�1 is �-qc.(d) There is no quasiconformal mapping of the plane C onto a proper subset ofthe plane. (Liouville's Theorem.)(e) A homeomorphism of the plane to itself is quasiconformal if it satis�es thelocal distortion condition of (6.1) for some � � 1. However, this has an importantglobal distortion consequence, referred to as quasisymmetry.De�nition 6.1. An open set 
 in the plane is said to be �-almost round, � � 1,if the ratio R=r < �, where R is the radius of the smallest disc containing 
 and ris the radius of the largest disc contained in 
.Let g be a �-qc mapping of C (onto C). If 
 is an open set which is �-almostround, some � > 1, then g(
) is �0-almost round, where �0 depends only on � and�, [17, Thm. 2.4].(f) If g is �-qc and h is �0-qc, then g �h is ��0-qc (where de�ned). In particular,pre- or post-composition with an analytic function preserves �-quasiconformality.(g) If fgng is a sequence of �-qc mappings of a domain 
 into the plane, then thereexists a subsequence fgnjg which converges uniformly on compacta to a functiong from 
 into the extended complex plane satisfying one of the following: (a) g isconstant, (b) g takes two values, or (c) g is a �-qc map of 
 onto a domain 
0.(Normal families.)(h) A ring domain refers to an open topological annulus in the plane (or ona Riemann surface). For each ring domain R, there exists a conformal homeomor-phism � mapping R to an annulus A = fr1 < jzj < r2g for some 0 � r1 < r2 �1.If r1 > 0 and r2 < 1, then the ratio r2=r1 is uniquely determined and the mod-ulus of R is de�ned as Mod(R) = log(r2=r1). If r1 = 0, then R is conformally apunctured disc if r2 < 1 or a punctured plane if r2 = 1; write Mod(R) = 1 ineither case.



PENTAGONAL TILING 15Let 
 be a ring domain and let fRjg be a collection (�nite or in�nite) of ringdomains in 
, each separating the two boundary components of 
. If the Rj aremutually disjoint, then Mod(
) � Pj Mod(Rj). In particular, suppose 
 is anopen disc of (euclidean) radius �2 from which a closed disc of radius �1 has beenremoved. Then one can show that Mod(
) � log(�2=�1). With the inequalityabove, we obtain �1 � �2 exp ��Xj Mod(Rj) �:(6.2)(i) If R is a ring domain and g : R �! C is �-qc, then(1=�)Mod(R) �Mod(g(R)) � (�)Mod(R):(6.3)This quanti�es the \bounded distortion" of quasiconformal maps on ring domains.6.3. Convergence of Circle Packing Maps. The quasiconformal distortion ofcircle packing maps is of prime importance in our work. Let F : P �! Q be acircle packing map. In general terms, if a triangle in carr(P ) and its counterpartin carr(Q) are approximately similar, then the distortion of F on that face will besmall.Bounds on distortion come from the elementary but very useful Ring Lemma ofRodin/Sullivan [19]. All our complexes will have bounded degree, deg(S) < 1,meaning that N =deg(S) is an upper bound on the number of edges from anyone vertex of S. Thus, in a packing for S, no circle has more than N neighbors,and if the packing is univalent, then these have mutually disjoint interiors. In thiscase, the Ring Lemma implies a positive lower bound � on the angles of (interior)triangles of the carrier, with � depending only on N . This bound holds in bothP and Q, implying that corresponding triangles of their carriers are boundedlysimilar. Using result (a) of x6.2, we obtain the importantLemma 6.2. Let S be a complex of degree N <1. There exists a constant � > 1depending only on N so that if P and Q are any two univalent circle packings forS and F : P �! Q is the circle packing map, then F is �-quasiconformal on theinterior faces of carr(P ).We will want more than bounded distortion | ultimately we want analyticity inthe limit. There is a metatheorem in circle packing: the greater the combinatorialdepth of a face in S, the less the distortion of F on that face. The result we useis due to Z-X. He and Oded Schramm [10]; we have modi�ed the statement to suitour purposes and notations and have extended their proof slightly to accomodatevariable regions:Theorem 6.3 (He/Schramm [10]). Let fDng and f eDng be sequences of Jordan do-mains in C (i.e., interiors of Jordan curves) whose closures converge to the closureof Jordan domains D and eD, respectively, in the Hausdor� metric on compact sets.Let p0 be a point of D. For each n, let Pn be a univalent circle packing lying in Dn,let ePn be a combinatorially equivalent univalent circle packing lying in eDn, and letFn : Pn �! ePn be the circle packing map.Let �n be a sequence of positive numbers, tending to zero. Assume that the radiiof the circles of Pn are less than �n, that each boundary circle of Pn is withindistance �n of @Dn, and that each boundary circle of ePn is within distance �n of@ eDn. Suppose that p0 2 carr(Pn) and the images Fn(p0) lie in a compact subset of



16 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONeD. Then there exists a subsequence fFnjg which converges uniformly on compactsubsets of D to a conformal homeomorphism F : D �! eD.One can also show that if for each n = nj , rn denotes the radius of the circle ofPn closest to p0 and Rn denotes the radius of the circle of ePn closest to ~p0, thenRn=rn �! jF 0(p0)j as n = nj !1.7. The Discrete ConstructionWe now build a pentagonal tiling for K using circle packing. There are manyways to do this, but we choose a particularly simple approach to illustrate howclosely the \discrete" construction parallels the conformal one.First, K must be modi�ed to a triangulation. We use a simple face-center trian-gulation; that is, add a vertex to each face of K and connect it to the face's corners.The result is an in�nite simplicial complex S triangulating an open topological disc.It should cause no confusion to identify the 1-skeleton of K as a subgraph of the1-skeleton of S.Each pentagonal face f of K is composed of �ve triangular faces of S (namely,the \star" of the central vertex for f). Such a 5-ower gives the packing Pf ofFigure 8, where we have set the boundary radii to 1=2 and computed the centralradius as rc � 0:35065. The carrier of Pf is a regular euclidean unit pentagon; thusthe radii of Pf impose the geometry of a regular pentagon on f . (We will see theregular unit pentagon often, so we denote it by P.)

Figure 8. Packing an individual face.Such individual face packings are our fundamental building blocks. We pastethem together in the pattern prescribed by K much as we have pasted faces before:whenever f1; f2 are contiguous faces of K, the two circles of Pf1 ; Pf2 associatedwith their common edge are identi�ed. Equivalently, one can generate a label Rfor S with radius 1=2 for every vertex of K and radius rc for the center vertex ofeach face. These radii then impose, face by face, precisely the familiar piecewisea�ne structure on K.The reader will note, of course, that R is not a packing label for S because thepacking conditions fail at the vertices of K. At a vertex where three (resp. four)pentagons come together, the degree is 6 (resp. 8). That means, that the circle of



PENTAGONAL TILING 17radius 1=2 for that vertex has 6 (resp. 8) neighbors each of radius rc. This doesn'twork in the plane; in fact, a computation shows that the so-called \angle sum"at this vertex will be 9�=5 (resp. 12�=5). In other words, these vertices have the\cone" angles that are already familiar from the a�ne structure on K.There is, however, a univalent circle packing for S; namely, the maximal circlepacking PS . No confusion should result if we call this PK instead. There arevarious \type conditions" one can apply in hopes of showing whether PK lies inthe euclidean or hyperbolic plane. In this instance, we will show shortly that PKis euclidean. In agreement with previous normalizations, we will place the centercircle for the base face f0 at the origin and the center of the circle for vertex v0 atz = i. This maximal packing is pictured in Figure 2.The transition from the label R to the packing label RS for PK is very much inthe spirit of the adjustments associated with the conformal mapping � describedearlier. The a�ne structure is not globally at, and the Riemann Mapping The-orem tells us how to adjust the surface to place it in the plane while maintainingconformality locally. Likewise, our label R is not globally at (i.e., these circlesjust don't �t together in the plane), but our Discrete Riemann Mapping Theoremtells us how to adjust the radii to pack in the plane while maintaining the tangencyrelationships locally.Note that the packing PK also provides us with a pentagonal tiling having thecombinatorics of K. Connecting the centers of tangent shaded circles in Figure 2gives a pleasing embedding of K, though the edges are euclidean segments ratherthan the analytic arcs of the actual conformal tiling.In summary, we moved from the combinatorics of K to a pentagonal tiling ofthe plane in a fashion very much in parallel with our earlier development.7.1. Practicum. On the practical side, the discrete approach with circle packinggives a very concrete feel to the construction, since one can implement it with theaid of software and watch the approximate tiling emerge step by step. There is ageneric way to carry this out: Choose fSn : n = 0; 1; � � � g to be a nested sequence of�nite simply connected subcomplexes of S containing f0 and exhausting S. EachSn has a maximal packing in the unit disc by the Discrete Riemann MappingTheorem. Apply a M�obius transformation which puts the center circle for f0 atthe origin and the circle for v0 at z = i; let the resulting (euclidean) packing bedenoted Pn with packing label Rn. As n goes to in�nity the labels Rn convergenumerically to the maximal packing label RS (normalized), and in particular, thecircles of the packings Pn converge to the corresponding circles in PK . There is aknown algorithm for numerically approximating each Rn (and it is quite e�cient),and from that one can lay out an approximation to Pn. In a very practical sense,then, one has algorithms for generating maximal circle packings.Returning to K, we will modify this procedure slightly, since there is a morenatural way to proceed. First, we choose the sequence fSng to be the face-centertriangulations of the n-stage aggregate faces f (n)0 (i.e., of Kn). Second, in place ofthe maximal packings, we compute instead the univalent packing whose carrier isa regular pentagon; the normalization is the same.The �rst three stages, P0;P1;P2; are shown (in di�erent scales) in Figure 9. Theembeddings they yield for K0;K1;K2 (also shown) are actually the ones we usedin Figure 4. The limit, as described above, of the normalized packings Pn is thein�nite packing suggested in Figure 2.
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Figure 9. The �rst three stages via packings.7.2. The type Problem. We verify our claim that the maximal packing PK forS lives in the euclidean rather than the hyperbolic plane.One method is to compare the circle packing tiling to our conformal tiling. Inthe a�ne structure onK, decompose each regular pentagonal face into �ve isoscelestriangles by drawing edges from its center to its corners. This triangulation of Khas the same combinatorics as S, so one can de�ne a piecewise a�ne simplicialmap h : carr(PK) �! K; the uniform lower bounds on the triangles in domain andrange implies that h is k-qc on each face for some k > 1. Since � : K �! C isconformal, � � h : carr(PK) �! C is k-qc. By Liouville's Theorem, carr(PK) = C.Note that h maps the union of the �ve triangles of carr(PK) associated with eachface f of K one-to-one onto the associated tile � 2 T .We would prefer a method more intrinsic to circle packing. The following argu-ment is a step in this direction, though it still relies on the reective nature of thecombinatorics.Let us establish notation. For n � 1 let sn denote the face-center triangulation ofthe (n)-stage pentagonal subdivision of a combinatorial pentagon (i.e., of Kn). Onecan show that there exists a univalent circle packing Qn of sn with carr(Qn) = P;packings Q2 and Q4 are illustrated in Figure 10.For each face f of K and each n � 1, let P(n)f be circles of PK associated withthe n-stage aggregate face f (n). For each f this is a circle packing with complexsn. Let Ff;n : P(n)f �! Qn be the circle packing map.Let f1; � � � ; f5 be the �ve faces of K surrounding the base face f0 and denotetheir union by R. Now �x n. Since each face is a regular unit pentagon in the a�nestructure of K, we can lift Qn isometrically from P to each face. Because of thedihedral symmetry of sn, and hence Qn, the packings lifted to any two contiguousfaces will be compatible along the circles of their shared edge | the circles occur
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Q Q
2 4Figure 10. Re�ning by subdivision.with the same radii in the same order. The result is a packing QnR of R. Itis extremely important to recognize the role that symmetry in the combinatoricsplays in permitting this pasting. (We have Walter Parry to thank for pointing thisout to us.)Over in PK , let PnR denote the circle packing associated with the union of the �veaggregate faces f (n)j ; j = 1; � � � ; 5; and write Cn for carr(PnR). The circle packingsPnR and QnR have the same combinatorics, and the circle packing mapGn : carr(PnR) = Cn �! carr(QnR) = R(7.1)is �-qc for some � � 1 by Lemma 6.2.The ring R, a topological annulus, inherits an a�ne and a conformal structurefrom K, hence a modulus, 0 < Mod(R) < 1 (which can actually be estimatedfrom the tiling constant a). By (7.1) and (6.3),(1=�)Mod(R) <Mod(Cn) < �Mod(R); n � 1:(7.2)The collection fCn : n = 1; � � � g is a nested collection of rings with mutuallydisjoint interiors and separating the circle at the center of the base face f0 fromin�nity. By (7.2) and (6.2), this implies that carr(PK) must be the euclidean plane.8. Approximation of Tile ShapesWe want more out of our circle packing; namely, approximations of actual con-formal tile shapes in T . The packing PK seems at �rst to be far too \coarse"| each face, de�ned by just six circles, is polygonal. It is clear that \�ner" circle



20 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONpackings of the faces are needed. Thanks to the internal symmetries of K, however,PK already contains these. Using aggregates of tiles, we �nd that all the conformalinformation on tiles may be obtained asymptotically form PK .As v0 has been the corner of f0 used for normalization, so we designate a cornervertex vn of each aggregate f (n)0 ; n � 1. (The choice is immaterial due to rotationalsymmetry.) De�ne P(n) = �nPK , with �n 2 C chosen to center vn at z = i.We continue to use P(n)f to denote the circle packing associated with the n-stageaggregate of face f (but now P(n)f is part of the scaled packing P(n)).Fix n. For each f 2 K, identify carr(P(n)f ) with carr(Qn) via the circle packingmap; since carr(Qn) is a regular unit pentagon, we may then identify it isometricallywith the face f of K (in its a�ne structure). Ensure that the map for f0 carriescorner vn to the vertex v0 of K. The various maps are well de�ned on edges sharedby (aggregate) faces because of their dihedral symmetry. The combinatorics ofthe aggregate faces are the same as those of K, so we arrive at a homeomorphismGn : C �! K, and composing with � we have the �nal homeomorphism Hn =� �Gn : C �! C.By Lemma 6.2 and the analyticity of �, each Hn is �-qc for some � > 1, andour normalizations implyHn(0) = 0; Hn(i) = i; Hn(1) =1:(8.1)Observe that for each n and each f ,Hn(carr(P(n)f )) = �;(8.2)where � is the conformal tile associated with f .By normal families, there exists a convergent subsequence fHnjg. (For conve-nience and without loss of generality, assume this is the full sequence.) The limitfunction H is, by (8.1), a �-qc homeomorphism of the plane �xing 0; i; and 1.Claim . The function H is the identity function.Proof of Claim: It is enough to show that H is 1-qc, hence an analytic func-tion, on the Riemann sphere which �xes three points. We can concentrate on tileinteriors, since their boundaries have area zero.In the following, whenever we use � for a tile, f will denote the correspondingface. For each � , write D�n = int(carr(P(n)f )). These domains have closures whichconverge (in the Hausdor� metric) to the closure of the Jordan domain D� =H�1(int(�)). It su�ces to show that H : D� �! � is analytic, and for this we usethe Theorem of He/Schramm.First, an observation about conformal moduli of certain ring domains withinour tiling. Each tile � is surrounded by a closed chain consisting of the �ve tilessharing edges with � and from zero to three additional tiles sharing vertices, thenumber depending on the tile corner angles (every tile has 0, 2, or 3 right angles,the other angles being 3�=5; see Figure 3). The interior of their union forms anopen conformal annulus separating � from in�nity. Within that is a smaller annuluswhich we denote A� obtained as follows: Subdivide each of the tiles neighboring �using the pentagonal subdivision rule into six conformally regular pentagons. A� isthe ring domain consisting of the \outer" smaller tiles in the neighbors of � | thoseseparated from � . Two examples are illustrated in Figure 11; � is the dark centertile, the lightly shaded ones form A� . There are only �nitely many conformally
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Figure 11. Typical conformal annuli A� .distinct patterns which can occur, so there exists a bound � > 0 with� <Mod(A� ); � 2 T :(8.3)Moving now to PK , note that analogous patterns occur in its faces at everyaggregation level. For a j-stage aggregate face f (j), the corresponding annulus isformed by a union of (j � 1)-stage aggregates. Let R(j)� denote the interior of thecarrier of this annulus. By the same arguments used earlier to establish the typeof PK , R(j)� is �-qc equivalent to A� , and therefore by (8.3) satis�es(1=�)� < Mod(R(j)� ); � 2 T ; j � 1:(8.4)Now, �x a tile � ; write Dn = D�n and D = D� . Our �rst task is to prove thatthe circles of P(n)f go uniformly to zero in radius as n goes to in�nity (somethingwhich seems quite evident from the pictures). As a preliminary, the convergence ofthe Hn implies existence of a real number � > 0 so thatR(n)� � fjzj < �g; n = 1; 2; � � � :(8.5)Given n, let c denote a circle of P (n)f . This is associated with a vertex belongingto some face g of K. Identify this as g = g0, thinking of it as a 0-stage aggregate.Inductively de�ne gj to be the unique face ofK such that g(j)j � g(j�1)j�1 ; j = 1; � � � ; n.In other words, the gj are the faces whose successive aggregates are nested startingfrom g0. Observe that gn = f . For each j = 1; � � � ; n, let Rj denote the ring R(j)�j asde�ned above, where �j is the tile associated with gj ; the last ring Rn is R(n)� . Therather complicated de�nition of these rings now pays o�; the reader can con�rmthat the Rj are mutually disjoint. Therefore, by (8.5), we have a nested sequenceof n ring domains separating c from fjzj = �g, and by (8.4) each has conformalmodulus bounded below by �=�. The inequality (6.2) implies that the radius of cis bounded by � exp (�n�=�), which goes to zero as n grows.This puts us in position to apply the He/Schramm result. For each n, let P 0ndenote the circle packing P(n)f with its boundary circles removed and let Q0n denotethe combinatorially equivalent packing Qn with its boundary circles removed. Thecarrier of P 0n lies in Dn and its boundary circles are close to @Dn; the Dn converge



22 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONto D. The arguments above regarding radii of circles in P(n)f can be modi�edslightly to establish a similar conclusion for circles of Qn. Let eDn = eD = P forevery n. We have con�rmed the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3. Some subsequenceof the circle packing maps Fn : P 0n �! Q0n converges uniformly on compacta ofD to a conformal homeomorphism F : D �! eD. If we follow F by an isometricisomorphism from eD = P to the face f in the a�ne structure of K and follow thisby �, the result is precisely the restriction of H to D = Dt. The analyticity of Ftherefore implies the analyticity of H on the interior of � . Since � was an arbitrarytile, our Claim is proven.Now that we know H is the identity, (8.2) implies: For each conformal tile � ,the carriers of the n-stage aggregates for the associated face f converge to � as ngoes to in�nity.In hindsight, the map Hn is roughly (though not precisely) equal to �n(h(�nz)),where h is the mapping de�ned in the beginning of x7.2, � is our self-similarity forT , and �n is the scaling factor normalizing PK(n). One sees that npj�nj convergesto 1=jaj, for our tiling constant a. Also, by extending our arguments one canprove that when faces f1 and f2 are contiguous across an edge e, then the obviouscircle packing map interchanging P(n)f1 and P(n)f2 will converge to the anticonformalreection re interchanging the corresponding tiles �1 and �2. In particular, theratios of the radii of corresponding circles will converge to jr0ej. Applying this atthe central circles of the n-stage aggregates of f0, one obtains estimates of the tilingconstant b. From the packing of Figure 1, b � 1:2.There is one �nal detail to point out. In practice, one does not have access tothe in�nite packing PK . However, as we described in x7, it is approximated bythe maximal packings associated with the �nite complexes Kn, and these maximalpackings are e�ectively computable. One can show that the carrier of the n-stageaggregate face f (n) within the normalized maximal packing associated with Kn2will converge to � . So tile shapes are e�ectively computable.Part III: GeneralizationsWe have concentrated on a particular pentagonal tiling for purposes of illustra-tion and because of its connections, via subdivision rules, to other work. The readermay see many directions for generalization. We mention a few.As to combinatorics, there is an in�nite variety of pentagonal complexes we couldconsider in place ofK. There is no need, either, to restrict to pentagonal faces inK,and no need to have combinatoric symmetries. Our methods produce conformallyregular tilings with faces having any numbers of edges and in any (planar, simplyconnected) pattern. To illustrate, Figure 12 involves regular triangles, rectangles,and pentagons; this happens to be associated with a subdivision rule, the \dodec-ahedral variant" of [12, Figure 19]. Of course, the key issue is type: does the resulttile C or D? One can apply the �rst argument of x7.2 to show that the type ofa pattern involving a �nite number of polygonal shapes is the same as that of thecircle packing for its face-center triangulation.Even for single-tile-type subdivision rules, there are many n-gonal tilings to con-sider. For dihedrally symmetric rules of bounded valence, our work generalizes
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Figure 12. Tiling for \dodecahedral variant".directly. For instance, the rule for n = 7 given by Figure 13(c) leads to the \septag-onal" tiling of Figure 14. There are self-similarities, approximating circle packings,associated tiling constants, and so forth. (Note that the rules of Figure 13 allinvolve adding additional vertices to the edges to form the appropriate n-gons.)When dihedral symmetry is missing, interesting new wrinkles can arises. Con-sider n = 6 and the subdivision rule of Figure 13(b). One can build the associatedin�nite complex K despite the lack of local reectivity. In fact, the tiling for Kturns out to be the familiar regular hexagonal tiling from antiquity. The patternsof the subdivision rule are seen only at the various aggregation levels | the ag-gregates are not similar to individual tiles. Asymptotically, the aggregate facesconverge to the well-known \fractal map of France" shown in [12, Figure 42]. Thisis a Jordan region J having a fractal boundary; congruent copies of J will tile theplane in a hexagonal pattern, and each is a union of seven pieces similar to J .This emergence of an \asymptotic tiling" is quite fascinating. We actually havethe same feature in our pentagonal case, though it is somewhat obscured by the
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(c) n=7(b) n=6(a) n=5 Figure 13. Other subdivisions rules.ubiquitous self-similarities. In particular, it is immaterial whether we consider tilesor aggregate tiles, and the tiles converge (in our tile families) to asymptotic shapeswhich themselves tile the plane (because they are actually the shapes of T itself).The pentagonal subdivision rule illustrated in Figure 13(a) does not have dihedralsymmetry. The associated tiling is suggested by Figure 15. As in the n = 6 case, theaggregate shapes (some are indicated by the darker edges) become fractal. Evidencefrom associated circle packings suggests that this tiling is euclidean, but there is asyet no proof.How does one obtain tile shapes in more general situations? We could have usedan alternate technique for the pentagonal tiling which would have avoided use ofits global symmetries | a method we term hexagonal re�nement.Recall our need for \�ner" packings of the faces than those given directly byPK . Any triangulation S of a topological surface has an associated \re�ned" tri-angulation hex(S) obtained by adding a vertex to the middle of each edge of S andadding three edges in each face of S to connect pairs of the new vertices. Thus,each triangle of S is broken into four triangles in hex(S). The vertices of S remain,with their degrees unchanged; each new (interior) vertex has degree six, hence theadjective \hexagonal". One can show that the type of the complex is unchanged, sothe maximal packings of successive hex re�nements provide successively �ner pack-ings associated with each face. Figure 16 illustrates the packings of P obtainedfrom the simple face-center triangulation by, respectively, 1 and 3 stages of hex re-�nement. These packings could have played the roles of the packings in Figure 10,with convergence questions resolved by the Hexagonal Packing Lemma of [19]. Weomit the proof.An advantage of hex re�nement is that one can approximate conformally correctshapes in much more general circumstances, such as those of Figures 12 and 15.Many intriguing questions remain about such conformal tilings. We will not attemptany great detail here, but we close this subsection by warning the reader aboutcertain subtleties (fascinating in themselves).Consider the dodecahedral variant pattern K of Figure 12, consisting of squares,triangles, and pentagons. It happens that there exist in�nitely many tilings T of
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Figure 14. A septagonal tiling.the plane by conformally regular tiles which share this same pattern (all M�obiusinequivalent to one another). Here are two constructions: Give K a piecewise a�nestructure which makes each n-polygon into a regular euclidean n-gon of unit sidelength; the consequent conformal structure gives a tiling T1 as described in Part I.Alternately, give K a second a�ne structure: star each n-gon to break it inton triangles, make each into an equilateral euclidean triangle of unit side length,and again map conformally to the plane. Reconstitute each face of K from theassociated conformal triangles, forming the second tiling T2.Both T1 and T2 consist of conformally regular polygons in the pattern of K,each tile with analytic arcs as edges. Nonetheless, one can show that the union of apentagon and a contiguous triangle from T1 will not be conformally equivalent to theunion of the corresponding tiles from T2. Thus T1 and T2 are M�obius inequivalent.A maximal circle packing can be generated from K as we did in the pentagonalcase, call it PK again. This provides quasiconformal information applicable toboth tilings, but its essence is the analogue of T2. The triangles used in the a�ne
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Figure 15. A \twisted" pentagonal tiling.structure of T2 provide a \local reective" structure (as in the pentagonal case);this is precisely mimicked in the circle packing structure and, moreover, is preservedunder hex re�nement. Indeed, one can show that the limit shapes resulting fromsuccessive hex re�nement of PK are precisely the shapes in T2. On the other hand,the three di�erent euclidean polygons used in the construction of T1 lack local edgereectivity, and in fact we know of no way to approximate these tile shapes.Part IV: Division Rules and ShinglingsThe pentagonal tiling in which we have invested so much e�ort arises in the studyof \shinglings" initiated by Cannon [7, 6] and being pursued in work of Cannon,Floyd, and Parry and others [14, 13, 12, 11]. (For convenience, we will refer tothat line of work as CFP.) This topic, in turn, is motivated by questions abouthyperbolic groups and their actions on 3-manifolds.
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Figure 16. Hex re�ned faces.Briey, a �nitely presented group G which is word hyperbolic acts on the idealboundary @G of its Cayley graph. According to Thurston's Geometrization Con-jecture, if the ideal boundary is topologically a 2-sphere, then the action shouldbe \conformal" for an appropriate conformal structure on the 2-sphere boundary.Cannon has proposed obtaining such a conformal structure using the combinatoricsof shinglings that arise from the action.Shingles are compact connected sets and shinglings are patterns of shingles whichmay overlap. There is a sequence of shinglings of @G identi�ed with certain half-planes of the Cayley graph of G. The subdivision rules tells one how to move fromone shingling to the next. One hopes to use the combinatorics of these shinglingpatterns to extract a compatible conformal structure on @G.In this context, our pentagonal situation is truely a \toy" problem: the subdivi-sion rule is very simple, with a single tile type; we end up with a tiling (no overlaps);and the pattern is not, in fact, associated with a hyperbolic group action. The re-sults are atypically clean | the central issues are somewhat confounded because Tis such a perfectly faithful and rigid conformal representation of K. Nonetheless,we were confronted with the topic's fundamental obstacles, and we want to close byhighlighting how these have been resolved. This is presented for the reader familiarwith the work of Cannon, et al, with the expectation that alternate approachesmay be useful in the broader study.The central issue in CFP is whether the sequence of tilings generated by a sub-division rule is \conformal". This has a very precise meaning | a certain set ofaxioms must be veri�ed. Subsequent work has provided various simpli�ed/modi�edconditions. (Incidently, among our examples, only the \twisted pentagon" of Fig-ure 15 remains at issue | the others are known to be conformal.) See [12] and itsreferences.



28 PHILIP L. BOWERS AND KENNETH STEPHENSONFirst, we have converted the problem from \subdivision" rules to \aggregation"rules, allowing us to work with an in�nite complex which contains within it every�nite subdivision stage. The complex K was obtained by a reective process here;in general, multiple tile types and asymmetries add complications, including theneed to look at several di�erent in�nite complexes depending on the particular\focus" tile.Next we have added two new representations for K: as carrier of a circle packingand as a conformal tiling. The combinatoric, packing, and conformal representa-tions reect increasing rigidity. On the other hand, each stage determines the oth-ers; results in one setting frequently (though not invariably) apply in the others.Aesthetically, one would like to answer questions using the least possible structure,but the additional resources are available if needed. The issues are rather tightlylinked in our case, but let us mention them separately.The �rst issue concerns the \type" of the subdivision rule, and converts here tothe question of whether T tiles C or D. We relied on the conformal rigidity ofthe scaling function �. However, independent con�rmation was given by showingthat PK was parabolic. Though we used the symmetries within K for this, one cantry some of the many type criteria established for packings (see [19, 3, 4, 18]);random walk criteria seem particularly promising (see, e.g., [9, 15]).A directly related issue is the \expansion map" for a division rule. Combina-torially, this is the isomorphism from the subdivided complex K 0 to K. In thetiling, this led to the M�obius transformation �, which reects much stronger con-formal rigidity than one would normally anticipate. Generally, one would expectonly quasiconformal scaling which, as suggested with the map of France exampleearlier, might yield precise conformal information only asymptotically. In the circlepacking representation, the scaling is reected in the division-rule-based re�nementprocess described in x8 (which approximates the conformally correct scaling factor).CFP has established important criteria for conformality of subdivision rules interms of uniformly \almost round" embeddings. For us, the issue is existence of analmost round embedding for K; that is, an embedding in C whose 2-cells are uni-formly almost round in the sense of De�nition 6.1. How to build such embeddings?Consider Figure 17, which displays stages in an attempt at an a�ne embedding ofK. Clearly, extreme distortions will develop in later stages. (Our thanks to ScottShe�eld, via Bill Floyd, for these images.) Contrast this with our circle packingembedding, which was guaranteed to be almost round by the Rodin/Sullivan RingLemma. This applies in considerable generality, and an appropriate quasiconformalmapping, such as h de�ned at the beginning of x7.2, will imply that the associatedtiling is also almost round.Finally, we mention the issue of \punctures"; is each face of K \in�nitely deep"in the combinatorics of K? This is confounded with the other issues, but in spiritis addressed for the packing PK in the arguments of x8 related to Figure 11.Though our pentagonal tiling works out perhaps too cleanly, the e�ort has sug-gested several routes for introducing classical conformal structures and their ma-chinery into more general situations. It is clear that circle packing is potentiallyvaluable as an intermediary, bridging the gap between the purely combinatoric andrigidly conformal natures of K; it also o�ers geometric insights of its own whileproviding an environment where actual experiments and computations are feasible.
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